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February - May 2012

FULLY RECONDITIONED, TOP QUALITY, PRINTING EQUIPMENT

Hambleside International your first choice for all your print house machinery and consumable needs!

We Supply....   Pre-press   Press   Digital   Post press   Consumables   
Paper   Software   IT Systems   Technical Consultancy

HAMBLESIDE VISITS 
LAGOS - APRIL 2012
Hambleside International Director Ivor 
Hutchinson and Sales Administrator 
Craig Guy will be visiting Lagos around 
mid-April 2012 for 2 weeks.

If you would like to arrange a meeting 
to discuss any print requirements you 
may have, then please contact us on the 
telephone number below.

We can supply a number of different 
machines and printing consumables at 
competitive rates and we would be                 
delighted to hear from you.

As an introduction we will offer a 
FREE  Maglite Torch with a case for 
the first 10 customers to arrange a                          
meeting,  this will be hand delivered at 
your appointment.

To book an appointment now please                                  
call +44 2392 354930.

We look forward to hearing from 
you!

  Academy Press PLC -  Muller Martini Acoro A7

 (2002) 

4 Colour Press, PCS Console, 
Ryobimatic Dampening With Alpha D 
Technotrans Unit, Autowash for Ink 
Rollers & Blankets, Semi Automatic 

Plate Change, Powder Spray
11,000 SPH

Available Immediately, P.O.A

(2004)

6 Station Saddle Stitcher, 1 Cover 
Feeder, 1 x 2 Headed Stitcher, 1 x 
Three Knife Trimmer, 1 x Shingle 

Delivery, No Bridge Single Delivery

Available Immediately, £56,500

(1998)

UFO Folding Machine, Top Loaded, 
Suction Feeder, Batch Counter, 

2 Buckle Plates, Friction Delivery

Available Immediately, £2,700

(1998)

Stahl T52/4 Flat Pile Feeder with 
Tremat Head, 4 Plates, First Unit with 
KBF Knife Unit, SAK Shingle Delivery

Available Immediately, £10,200

 (Year TBC)

Used Newsmatic 250 with a Heights 
processor including Version 7 RIP 

software. 
Includes 3 months parts warranty 

Available Immediately, £27,000

 (1996)

5 Colour Press, CCI Technotrans 
SAPC Preset IVT, IR Dryer, Weko 

Powder Spray, Aqeous Coater, 
Standard Delivery, Perfector 4/1 Max 

15,000 SPH
Available Immediately, £98,500

RYOBI 524HE HEIDELBERG ST100 Morgana

STAHL Folder ECRM NEWSmatic 250 Roland 305+L

Main Features in 
this quarter

Muller Martini Acoro A7

Dumor Digicard Cutter

Eurofold Touchline CF375

Drupa Exhibition 2012

  SPECIAL    
      OFFERS

Scan the code below using your iPhone,
Blackberry or Smartphone for the latest 
offers from Hambleside International.

      *Application available from Redlaser or QR Code Scanner Pro

Academy Press PLC in Nigeria have               
recently acquired a new fully automatic 
perfect binding line at their factory based 
in the Ilupeju district in Lagos. Installation 
began at the factory around mid January 
and completed in February.

This was installed by Muller Martini with 
support from the engineering team at 
Academy Press PLC.

The Muller Martini Acoro A7 is capable 
of producing an astonishing 7,000 perfect 
bound books an hour.

This state of the art binder is equipped 
to deal with the vast output of work that 
Academy Press produce and therefore 
dramatically increases production rates.    

The A7 is user friendly and comes with 
a single interface called the commander 
touchscreen where the production run 
can be setup and configured from one 
place.

All adjustments can be made on-the-fly 
without stopping production therefore 
eliminating unnecessary downtime.

Muller Martini has incorporated an         
intelligent system for the Acoro A7 for 
when paper or cover jams occur in the 
finishing process. It can identify a jammed 
book and drop it onto a waste conveyor 
without having to stop the rest of the   
machine from running.

Other Features include a milling station, 
spine preparation station, 2 spine gluing 
stations, infra-red dryer, side gluing unit, 
optional mull station, spine and side glue 
premelters, drum feed over, pressing  
station and much more.

For more information on the Muller 
Martini Acoro A7 or other ranges 
then please contact Hambleside 
International.

Hambleside Paper Supplies 
For forty years Hambleside have been supplying printers and paper merchants of West 
Africa with high quality products. We are currently sourcing from mills in Scandinavia, 
Europe and South America, to meet the growing demand of our customers. Our prices 
are very competitive due to the vast tonnages we supply on a monthly basis to Nigeria 
and Ghana. We specialise in wood-free papers, newsprint, copier paper, NCR papers, 
art papers and board, all in various sizes and weights. We can also supply high quality           
stationery papers at very affordable prices. Get in front of your competitors and give us 
the opportunity to beat the current delivery times and prices you are paying for your 
paper. 
Wood Free Paper Supplied in reels, various widths and weights. Supplied in containers  
   or RORO Quotations on request.

Newsprint   (45-48.8gsm) competitive prices always given.

Art Paper   Various sheet sizes available ex stock. Available into CFR Lagos or  
   Tema port.

NCR/OTC Paper  Various reels widths and sheet sizes available at very competitive  
   prices. Please contact Hambleside for an  immediate quotation.

Copier Paper   A4 or A3: based on 1 x 20ft container. Contact Hambleside for a  
   quote. Delivered into CFR Lagos or Tema.

Hi-Quality Bond Paper Huge range of paper available. Samples can be sent on request. 
   Conqueror, Zeta Hammer, Embossed, Springo, Adagio, Croxley,  
   Berga, Trucard, Vellux and many more.

Please Note: This is just a selection of the high quality papers we can provide. If you have a 
specific enquiry please contact us and we will be happy to help.



Dumor Digicard SRA3

•	

The Dumor SRA3 Card cutter is an ideal solution for small to 
medium sized printers and will easily compliment a digital press 
environment, where quick turnarounds are crucial for anyone 
wanting a hand full of business cards, photographs or even            
postcards.

The Dumor SRA3 Card cutter can accomodate weights from 
180-300gsm without the hassle of manual adjustments and is 
also pre-programmed with five standard card size settings.

Features include:
Computer chip controlled so you can change the format at •	
the touch of a button, no tools needed.

Five standard pre-programmed card sizes.•	

Standard fitment mark reader for automatic self adjustment •	
on-the-fly for compensation of variable image drift.

Adjustable gutter cut length and card length by up to +-2 •	
mm for custom length cards. Adjustable first and follow on 
cuts by up to +-2mm. 

Handles card stock from 180-300 gsm no adjustments are •	
needed.

Feeds most kinds of stock, special feed rollers and                 •	
separator ensure no double feeds or marking.

Self compensating for paper density and thickness.•	

Processes up to 4,5 sheets per minute.•	

Cutting precision better than 0.1 mm.•	

Long lasting slitter wheels and cross cutter blade.•	

Replacement of blades is quick and easy.•	

Optional perfing or scoring tools available with a separate •	
cassette.

For further information on this offer please contact 
Hambleside International on +44 2392 354930 or 
e-mail export@hambleside.co.uk

                                                                                    

CTP Plates 
Please contact Hambleside for information. 
Hambleside currently use AGFA CTP Plates 
which are widely compatible.

Printing Plates
Vela Lastre - Both positive and negative.
0.15mm thickness             £4.13/m2 
0.30mm thickness             £4.51/m2

Developer Concentrate
6 Litres makes 60 litres           £16.42/box
Deletion Gel (Pos/Neg) 250cc     £3.03/each

Sheetfed Press Inks - Flint Group
Cyan Sheetfed Ink          £8.33/kg
Magenta Sheetfed Ink          £8.33/kg
Yellow Sheetfed Ink          £8.33/kg
Black Sheetfed Ink          £6.99/kg

Coldset Press Inks - Flint Group
Cyan            £4.79/kg
Magenta            £4.79/kg
Yellow            £4.79/kg
Black            £2.45/kg

Other Press Inks - Ultrachem
Pantone PMS (excl: Metallics)        £16.13/kg

Hot Melt Glue - Beardow Adams
BAM 815           £3.67/kg

Other Glue
Laminating Glue (Min 25kg) £3.16/kg
CM595UK Jelly Glue  £1.51/kg
PVA Glue Paste   £2.27/kg

Stitching Wire/Thread - Prime Wire
G25 galvanised (0.50mm)  £2.32/kg

Other Press Consumables/Chemicals
Fresh Wash (Min 100 Litres)       £2.32/L
Fountain Solution (Min 100 Litres) £1.83/L
Plate Cleaner (Min 100 Litres) £2.88/L
Damper Wash (Min 100 Litres) £2.26/L

We can also supply various knives and            
cutting sticks for all types of guillotine or 
trimmer, please advise what machine you 
would like these for and the size.

We are confident that you will find all of the 
consumables we sell to be of the highest 
quality and very economic.

All our prices are quoted as Ex Stock. 
Handling, packing and freight charges are 
not included. Discounts are given for larger 
quantities.
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Hambleside Showcase
Limited Time offer, Hurry!!! Hambleside International currently have 69 brand new 
wash up blades in stock for a Kord 64 at an extremely competitive price of £899*   

Contact Hambleside NOW to place and order today or for further information
please call us on +44 2392 354930.

 *Excluding freight charges. Payment 100% in advance. Offer only valid when sold as one complete batch of 69 blades.  

 Blades are not sold seperately. Items ordered by 12pm are normally shipped same day via UPS on a 2-3 day transit      

 time to Nigeria. Freight charges will be advised prior to an order being placed.

Hambleside Parts & Consumables 
Hambleside can offer a huge range of printing consumables for all major ranges of printing manufacturers from pre-press to 
post press. We can supply high quality parts for AGFA, Heidelberg, Komori, Goss, Manugraph DGM and many others to vast 
to name. Hambleside will always achieve the best rate possible by using our worldwide supply network. 

Locating spare parts for your printing machinery need not be a problem. We know that machinery down-time costs you money. 
So at Hambleside we aim to turn around your urgent spare-part orders within 48 hours of the order being confirmed - as long 
the parts are available from the manufacturer. They are dispatched by Courier, and because we export such high volumes of 
goods and equipment,  they provide us with really competitive rates so that you pay the absolute minimum for your urgent 
consignments. When ordering parts it is essential that you give us as much information as possible including the part number. 
If you give us accurate information at the beginning, the quicker we can locate the parts to get you back in production.   So if 
you need anything from a spare part to inks, plates and finishing consumables then contact Hambleside now to discuss your 
requirements. Next time you need supplies, think Hambleside International first!

EUROFOLD Touchline CF375
The TOUCHLINE generation offers more flexibility and automation than 
any other product in its class. The Eurofold Touchline CF375 handles paper 
stocks up to 400 gsm, creases and folds the products, all in one single pass.             
It employs the unique Swing-Bar System for creasing without cracking and so 
that the sheets don’t stop during the creasing process. 

The automated setup of the crease depth with different positions is another 
fantastic feature of the Touchline CF375. This new technology allows for the 
speeding up of the creasing process with an accuracy of 0.1mm.   
   
The folding section uses Multigraf’s patented Pro-Knife System. It was designed to 
achieve a perfect folding process but also to avoid marking and scratching on the 
products. 

These electronically controlled knives are also used as deflector bars, contacting the leading edge only. Due to the extra                                                                               
large diameter fold rollers, there is no deformation on the folded products at all. By using this technology, the CF375 runs at a   
consistent speed of more than 6000 A4 sheets per hour, regardless of the number of creases and folds applied. 

It is equipped with a pile feeder using vacuum belt technology, air knife control for a perfect sheet separation, and double sheet 
detection. There is no additional pump needed. This offers less noise emissions in a print room environment. The maximum sheet 
size is 375 x 650 mm (optional table extension available).

For further information or for a more detailed specification on the Eurofold CF375 then please contact Hambleside 
International on +44 2392 354930 or e-mail export@hambleside.co.uk

DRUPA Print Exhibition 2012
Hambleside International will be attending the DRUPA 2012 Exhibition in Düsseldorf, Germany in May 2012. We will be visiting 
current suppliers as well as potential ones. DRUPA is the largest printing equipment exhibition in the world, which is held every 
four years at Messe Düsseldorf. Please look out for the next edition of Hambleside Imprint where we will bring you up to date 
on this exciting event.
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